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Now that 2021 is drawing to a close, we hope that the 

emergency caused by the pandemic will remain nothing 

more than a bad memory: the markets have finally 

returned to normal, industry trade fairs have restarted, 

offices are fully staffed, lessons for students are once 

again face to face, and centres of aggregation (for sports 

and the arts) are slowly returning to normal.

In this context, which finally feels like things are really 

restarting, we at Ivars are reaping the fruits of the 

activity that has seen us at the forefront since August 

2020, when any hopes for a recovery, and when or how it 

would occur, were far from certain.

Many of the unprecedented changes brought about 

globally by the pandemic have become part of our daily 

lives, both in our private and work spheres, and we 

have all learnt to change the way we behave – in some 

respects for the better.

Strengthened by our indomitable spirit and many years 

of experience, at Ivars, we were able to respond swiftly 

and effectively to the needs of the moment: with the 

collaboration of every single member of the entire team, 

and supported by our national and international network 

of partnerships, we were able to cope with major orders 

coming from sectors in difficulty. From school chairs 

to drip stands to dual-coloured chains and other items 

necessary to ensure social distancing. Thanks to our 

production flexibility – one of our major strengths over 

the years, especially in moments of crisis – Ivars has seen 

an increase in turnover in 2020 with respect to 2019, and 

we estimate that 2021 turnover will be in line with pre-

pandemic levels.  

The commercial alliances proved to be key to our 

success in dealing with the health emergency in the face 

of an enormous workload, and this was made possible by 

building on our excellent reputation gained through our 

over 70 years in business, and our steadfast commitment 

to our Corporate Vision which places Man in the Centre.

Ivars’s three divisions (Seating, Accessories and Building) 

are always supported by major investments in human 

resources and research and development, to ensure the 

company maintains a well-trained and highly skilled team 

and at the same time is able to anticipate market trends 

to ensure our customers are always offered the best in 

terms of quality and performance. 

The restart was officially marked by our company’s 

presence at Sicam 2021 with the Ivars Accessories line, 

underscoring the great desire to meet customers and a 

return to the normality of face-to-face communication. 

We also wanted to improve customer interaction by 

setting up                      , a portal dedicated to customers 

that will streamline the flow of data from requests for 

estimates right through to final shipping. Also here our 

Corporate Vision which places Man in the Centre is firmly 

underscored and reinforced by the new slogan: Our work 

makes yours better!

At Ivars, we wish to highlight how Customer Care is not 

just a card that can be played in an emergency – it’s at the 

heart of our professional ethics and guides the work of 

our team at every stage and whatever the circumstances.

Entrepreneurial foresight, expertise built on our 

many years in business, investments in research and 

development, analysis and constant monitoring of 

market trends at an international level, continuous 

dialogue with our customers: these are the key elements 

that make Ivars a market leader in the design and 

production of components and accessories for seating.

Ivars, your added value.

Ivars Press Office

editorial 

Restarting.
         Together.

This magazine is printed on 
high quality recycled paper, 
made from 100% recycled 
FSC® paper according to the 
most demanding environmental 
criteria. 

The best way to predict the future
 is to create it.

(Anonymous)
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Close attention 
to detail to 
deliver high 
performance 
products.

Our restyled Ivars Showroom, which can be visited at our company 

headquarters, displays our entire Ivars Seating COMPONENTS 

collection and the latest innovations that will be added to our 2022 

product range.

Worthy of note is our brand new self-supporting mesh fabric 

(TTDMHE) specifically for backrests, featuring a three-

dimensional, soft, hard-wearing and self-extinguishing weave, which 

enhances the range of products in our Fabrics Catalogue.

Close attention to detail, high technological input in every single 

component, and innovative materials that comply strictly to 

regulations: this is the added value that’s always been the hallmark 
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The new Jump adjustable armrest is 

compatible with all Ivars kits in our Start up 

range, for seating intended to furnish young-

looking and informal environments. 

1D adjustment, available in black, and equipped 

with a dual-component pad that makes it 

softer and so more comfortable. 

Jump is 100% Made in Italy, from design 

right through to construction: this allows us 

to guarantee outstanding product quality and 

super swift lead times.

Ivars Press Office

Jump
100% Italian manufacturing.

Dual-component
Pad
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Seventyfive
mesh backrest 

swivel 4 star base

Seventyfive
mesh backrest 

cantilever frame

We’ve designed the new Seventyfive backrest to expand our Magix family. 

It’s perfect for seating to be used in Office, Guest and Multipurpose environments.

Thanks to the distinctive design of the frame 

which is cut at its intersection with the backrest, 

it features a light, modern and minimalist 

design.

The mesh upholstery, which can be selected by 

the client, is available in different colours and 

weaves to adapt perfectly to a range of different 

needs and provide solutions which are always 

original.

The Seventyfive backrest has been designed 

with higher and more generous dimensions to 

enhance the feeling of comfort and is available 

in the slide, 4-legs, swivel and 4-star base swivel 

versions, with specific frames to match.

Ivars Press Office

Seventyfive
comfort 
and elegance.
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Ecopog
the ‘missing component’. 

The new Ecopog fixed headrest, designed for the 

new S.Shape backrest and compatible with other 

models including Andy, Work, Brown, Clever and 

Melania, features a  modern, essential design, 

and reduced dimensions.

The optional and specially-designed rubber pad 

enhances comfort, making Ecopog an essential 

accessory ideal for rounding off any quality 

seating.

Ivars Press Office

Ecopog
with rubber pad 
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The outstanding teamwork and the willingness to 

help shown by each and every member of the Ivars 

team were the trump card that made it possible for us 

to cope with the numerous orders arriving at the height 

of the pandemic, and face the many major technical and 

operational hurdles this threw up. 

Ivars’s participation in the swift response to requests 

also involved our Accessories sector, through the 

supply of a selection of products that were already 

in production and considered suitable to meet the 

requirements of the tenders for the school and hospital 

sectors. 

During Sicam 2021, the International Trade Show for 

Components, Semi-finished Products and Accessories 

for the Furniture Industry, we unveiled our new square 

Insert with metal threaded central hole available in a 

selection of sizes. The Insert with metal thread provides 

a support also for mounting castors thanks to the 

enhanced durability afforded by the metal insert and will 

be included in the new 2022 Accessories Catalogue. 

The latest edition, following the enforced hiatus of 

2021, has been updated with all the latest new products.

A corner of our newly-renovated showroom has also 

been reserved for our Accessories range, to underline 

the historic importance of this section of our business.

Ivars Press Office

A team in perfect 
harmony.

Sicam 2021 Pordenone

Sicam 2021 Pordenone
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The construction sector is gradually recovering. 

Proof of this can be seen in the sales figures achieved 

by the Building Division in the latter part of the year, 

with a strong increase in turnover with respect to 2019.

 

The good news is this is not just limited to a narrow 

selection of items closely linked to the new regulations 

imposed by the pandemic emergency – it represents a 

clear improvement across the entire catalogue: 

from buckets to trowels to mortar and rubble boxes 

to our iconic helmets Adamello and Brenta,  which 

have received renewed CE UNI EN 397 certifications. 

Adamello and Brenta are personal protective 

equipment (PPE) for the upper part of the head and 

have in fact passed tests in the production and post-

production phases with flying colours, as well as those 

concerning the traceability of each individual piece.

A promising 
restart.

In our renovated showroom, a special space has also 

been set aside for showcasing the main items of the 

Building Division to underline the importance that 

Ivars places in this sector.

Ivars Press Officeva
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MY IVARS
Ease of use, speed 
and transparency.

My Ivars is our brand new Client portal. It provides an easy-to-use area to let clients manage 

all their personal information: from administration, orders, price lists, offers as well as a 

complete order archive.

We’ve created this to give our clients complete control over every aspect that concerns them 

easily, swiftly, autonomously and with complete transparency.

Navigating within My Ivars is extremely intuitive, giving you freedom to consult it at any 

moment, whether it’s checking the status of an order, or finding related delivery notes 

and/or invoices with a seamless flow of data. Or you can look up the price of a product, check a 

promotion in progress or even consult graphs and statistics regarding your purchase history.

Naturally, it will never replace direct contact with our Back Office team, which will remain at 

your complete disposal for any enquiries, information or needs you may have, but it will help 

streamline the sharing of those data that require a timely response, without the need for 

any further assistance.

My Ivars has been tailored to meet the specific needs of each division, providing an effective 

tool, which is intuitive and easy to use, while still guaranteeing direct contact with your sales 

representative.

It represents a first step on the road to a fully digitalised system that will further improve 

the flow of data between Ivars and you, our clients.

 

Ivars Press Office
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Partnering our 
champions. Always!
Ivars’s involvement in sport is well known, especially our links to cycling, trail 

running and triathlon events – disciplines in which the individual is tested to the 

limits and where hard work is the only road to success.

It’s the passion of athletes that serves as a constant source of great inspiration 

for the company and all those who have helped it grow. Athletes like Simona Cè 

based in Valsabbia in Northern Italy. Riding with the Pertica Bassa MTB team, 

she took gold at the 2019 World Championship Master Cross Country Olympics in 

Canada (Québec Mont Sainte Anne) – a feat she repeated just a few weeks ago at 

the 2021 world championships in Tuscany. And all those professional and amateur 

athletes who compete every year in the IVARS Tre Campanili Half Marathon and 

all members of the IVARS B3L Triathlon team.

The love for Sport and Ivars’ support for these extremely demanding individual 

disciplines are consistent with our corporate vision, aware as we are that it’s only 

through commitment, sacrifice and determination extraordinary results can be 

achieved in sport – as in work.

Through dedication, determination, and never, ever giving up.

Ivars Press Office

SPORT

Penzo Stadium Venezia

Castellani Stadium Empoli

For OMSI, too, 2021 has been an extraordinary year due to the problems 

caused by the pandemic, both regarding the movement of people and goods 

and the new regulations on safety and hygiene.

The company – a distinguished member of the Ivars Group – produces high 

quality eco-sustainable plastic seating for sports facilities, schools and 

communal spaces. 

In addition to the initial shock, the temporary closure of stadiums and 

meeting places caused a sort of state of suspended animation. This prompted 

Omsi to focus its energies within Italy and dedicate itself to clients who were 

more easily accessible. Indeed, a number of national football teams have 

chosen OMSI to carry out restyling of their stadiums: Venezia, Empoli, 

Salernitana (promoted to Serie A), Como and Ternana (promoted to Serie B).

It should also be mentioned that the company has maintained its 

commitment within the sector to carrying out maintenance on seats to 

adapt them to the hygiene standards currently in force, providing a service 

which is always of the highest quality.

 

Proof positive of what can be achieved despite the difficulties caused by a 

wholly unpredictable situation, thanks to the entire team’s reputation and 

first-hand experience gained through their decades in business. Moreover, 

OMSI’s participation at FSB in Cologne (the world’s leading trade fair for 

sports facilities, street furniture and recreational facilities), along with the 

Ecomondo fair held in Rimini were important signals that the company was 

finally enjoying a return to ‘business as usual’. Both events were very well 

attended, and a source of great satisfaction – not least because OMSI was 

the only exhibitor offering eco-sustainable seating products.

Without a doubt, 2021 has been important for OMSI, which is celebrating 

sixty years in business this year (1961-2021). To celebrate its storied 

history and many successes, the company has published a volume entitled 

“Posti a sedere” (“Places to sit”). The book is edited by Sandro Solinas 

and charts the company’s rise and enormously successful history told 

through the numerous interventions in stadiums throughout Italy. The book 

was presented at the party OMSI held at the end of November: enormous 

satisfaction to be shared with all those who have believed in and supported 

the company for over half a century. And that’s just the beginning!

Good luck OMSI – and happy birthday! 

Ivars Press Office

OMSI 
plays at home.

Ecomondo 2021 Rimini

FSB 2021 Colonia

Ivars Tre Campanili 
Half Marathon

B3L Triathlon 
Team

Simona Cè 
MTB Pertica Bassa

CompoArredo n.100 ItalyExport n.277

Press Office
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Interesting facts.




